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INTRODUCTION

Across America, tensions between police and communities are at an all-time high. The fatal police shooting of Michael Brown, an unarmed Black eighteen-year-old, by Darren Wilson, a White police officer, in Ferguson, Missouri on August 9, 2014, has been called “America’s great awakening” to long-standing issues of race and fractured police-community relations (Lowery, 2016, p. 18). This relationship has been fraught for generations and implicates a centuries-old history of systems of policing to enforce social control and explicit discrimination against Blacks in America (Hawkins & Thomas, 1991). Whereas much public attention has focused on well-publicized fatal incidents, trust between police and communities is also eroded through mundane everyday encounters (Epp, Maynard-Moody & Haider-Markel, 2014). Routine stops are the most common interaction the public has with the police. In a given year in the United States, one in four people of driving-age will have an interaction with the police, and nearly half (44 percent) of those interactions are traffic stops (Eith & Durose, 2011). By examining these routine police contacts, researchers have consistently uncovered evidence of racial disparities throughout the entire course of the interaction.

Racial disparities in policing have broad implications and can undermine citizens’ sense of trust and legitimacy in the police who are supposed to serve and protect them (see President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, 2015). Public perception of policing as unfair can reduce support for law enforcement and is associated with community members becoming less willing to cooperate with police (Tyler & Waksalak, 2004). Racial disparities in policing are also important because law enforcement is the entry point to the
massive apparatus that is the American criminal justice system (CJS). Law enforcement is what we might call the “entry stage.” Police officers create the first link between an individual and an alleged crime; and, with an arrest, they set in motion the process that can go on to prosecution, adjudication, sentencing, and ultimately corrections (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1997). Thus, one might argue that the role of race at the entry stage is especially important because the activities of law enforcement essentially color the complexion of the entire criminal justice process that follows. As evident in the chapters of this book, the disparate effect of race can compound as a person moves through the subsequent stages of the system.

It can be tempting to equate racial disparities in policing with racist police officers and make the common mistake of singling out the “few bad apples” of policing. Rather than a problem that only a few police officers face, decades of social scientific research show that, through normal mental processes, race affects the judgments and decisions we all make. Race can affect us in profound ways because of our susceptibility to the influence of implicit bias and pervasive racial stereotypes linking African Americans and crime, violence, and aggression (Eberhardt, 2019). A common conclusion drawn from the evidence of racial disparities in policing is that police officers are “bad people.” Another reading, which I would argue is more complete, is that police officers are human (Glaser, 2015), which means they are powerfully shaped by their environments, experiences, and expectations. Focusing too narrowly on individuals and on particular officers’ motives and actions obscures the larger forces at play, namely, institutions and institutionally supported practices that prompt officers to rely on implicit stereotypes when judging suspicion and potential criminality (Epp et al., 2014). As representatives of powerful institutions, police officers are themselves bound up in systems and are subject to many policies, practices, and laws that put them in a position to produce and reproduce racial disparities and systemic inequality—albeit subtly and inadvertently—without personally endorsing disparity or inequality. Though this might sound bleak, the hopeful news is that by shifting some energy away from the hunt for the “few bad apples” and toward systems, we can begin to tackle racial disparities by intervening directly with institutions to change their cultures, priorities, practices, and policies, and we can use those institutional levers to reduce the influence of implicit bias.

In this chapter, I argue that we should broaden the dialogue around race and policing so that it goes beyond debates about particular police officers’ motives. We should begin to focus on the science of implicit bias and the power of institutions to guide the behavior of their agents. As a result, stakeholders will be better able to find solutions and work to reduce racial disparities in policing. To that end, in the first section of this chapter, I gather and
distill the empirical evidence on racial disparities in policing. In the second section, I discuss why evidence of disparities does not immediately support the conclusion that differential outcomes by race must be caused by the “few bad apples” of policing, but rather implicates the underlying psychology of implicit bias and the role of institutions. Finally, in the third section, I advocate for an increased focus on institutional change as a means to reduce racial disparities in policing. In particular, I highlight collecting data, leveraging body-worn cameras, and changing local law enforcement agency policy.

EVIDENCE OF RACE DISPARITIES IN POLICING

Racial disparities have been documented throughout the entire course of the police-community interaction, ranging from the initial decision to conduct a stop and the underlying basis for that stop to whether the stop ends with an arrest or the use of force. For many people, evidence of racial disparities in policing has come to be synonymous with “proof” that police are intentionally racist and are engaging in deliberate racial profiling. There can be a reluctance on the part of law enforcement to even engage in conversations about racial disparities in policing to the extent that they fear it will open their agencies and the broader profession to finger-pointing and attack. But, as I have personally said to police officials, ignoring unflattering evidence will not make it go away. The term “disparity” as typically used by scholars, and as I use it here, means there is some observable difference between the likelihood of a given outcome (e.g., being searched during a traffic stop) for different groups. The term does not convey what causes the difference and is certainly not automatic proof of deliberate racism. In the approach that my collaborators and I take in our research on race and policing, and in our many conversations with the members of law enforcement with whom we partner, finding disparities is not an indictment of racism nor is it the final word, but rather it is the starting point for a dialogue about how to improve police-community relations.

Racial Disparities in Stops, Searches, Handcuffing, and Arrests

As part of a collaboration with the Oakland Police Department (OPD), my colleagues and I conducted a statistical analysis of 28,000 OPD pedestrian and traffic stops. We found a consistent pattern of racial disparities across the entire course of the police-community interaction, from an officer’s initial decision to stop a person to subsequent decisions to search, handcuff, and arrest that person (Hetey, Monin, Maitreyi, & Eberhardt, 2016a). The raw
disparities were striking: 60 percent of all OPD stops were of Blacks, even though Blacks made up only 28 percent of Oakland’s population. Members of all other racial groups were underrepresented among those stopped relative to their share of the population, leading us, and many other researchers studying race and policing, to focus on the disparities between Blacks and Whites. Once stopped, Blacks were significantly more likely to be handcuffed, searched, and arrested. When we examined the decision to handcuff, even after excluding all arrests, a Black man was handcuffed in one of every four stops, compared to one of every fifteen stops of White men. Moreover, the disparities we found remained statistically significant after we controlled for more than two dozen factors that could plausibly explain the apparent racial differences, including crime rates and the demographics of the neighborhood where each stop was made (see Hetey, Monin, Maitreyi, & Eberhardt, 2016b, for a summary).

A similar pattern of results has been found in cities across the United States, including Boston, Chicago, Greensboro, North Carolina, Los Angeles, and New York City (American Civil Liberties Union Foundation of Massachusetts & American Civil Liberties Union Racial Justice Program, 2014; Ayres & Borowsky, 2008; LaFraniere & Lehren, 2015; New York Civil Liberties Union, 2013; U.S. Department of Justice, 2017). The New York Civil Liberties Union’s (NYCLU) analysis of the New York City Police Department’s (NYPD) stop-and-frisk rates in 2012 found that although young Black and Latino males made up only 4.7 percent of NYC’s population, they accounted for 40.6 percent of stops (NYCLU, 2013). Even in the majority of the ten precincts with the lowest representation of African American and Latino residents in the city (comprising between 8 percent and 14 percent of the population), more than 70 percent of stops were of African Americans and Latinos.

In response to claims that law enforcement target people of color, a common refrain is that police are simply “going where the crime is.” If high crime areas have higher concentrations of African Americans and if it is seen as an effective policing strategy to stop more people in these high crime areas, then a consequence, even if an indirect one, is that more African Americans will be stopped. Further, there is evidence of racial disparities in rates of violent crime (Federal Bureau of Investigations, 2013; 2016; Morgan & Truman, 2018). To the extent that different groups commit crimes at different rates, we would expect police contact and stop rates to mirror those differences. In these scenarios, race is not the driving factor; crime is. While crime certainly shapes enforcement patterns, the evidence demonstrates that higher rates of police contact with community members of color, relative to Whites, cannot be fully explained by general crime rates (e.g., Hetey et al., 2016a) or by differential rates of criminal activity between racial groups (Gelman, Fagan, & Kiss, 2007).
In the largest analysis to date—consisting of nearly 100 million traffic stops conducted by dozens of agencies between 2011 to 2017—an interdisciplinary team of researchers led by Sharad Goel as part of the Stanford Open Policing Project found that Black drivers were stopped more often than White drivers (Pierson et al., 2019). Trying to isolate the influence of race from other factors such as crime, the researchers used daylight saving time as a type of naturalistic experiment (Grogger & Ridgeway, 2006). They found that Black drivers were less likely to be stopped after dusk, when it is dark and presumably harder to ascertain a driver’s race, than at the same time of day during parts of the year when it is still light out and easier to ascertain a driver’s race. In our analysis of pedestrian and traffic stops in Oakland, we also found that the magnitude of racial disparities in stops was greater when officers indicated they could determine the community member’s race prior to making the stop.

It is difficult to pinpoint the independent role race plays in an officer’s decision to pull someone over because the underlying base rates for being stopped are unclear. In other words, in what proportions would we expect people of different races to be pulled over? Representation in the general population is the obvious point of comparison. If, for example, Blacks make up 25 percent of a city’s population, then it might immediately seem equitable for Blacks to also comprise approximately 25 percent of those pulled over by police. Matters quickly become more complicated if, hypothetically, Blacks tend to spend more time driving because of longer commutes, resulting in a statistically higher risk of committing traffic violations. If this were the case, then the 25 percent stop rate among Black community members might be disproportionately low. Driving behavior would become a factor, or benchmark, to take into account when trying to isolate and quantify the influence of race in police decision-making above and beyond legitimate reasons an officer may have in conducting a stop (see Ayres & Borowsky, 2008, for a discussion of benchmarks). Crime rate, as I have already mentioned, is another important benchmark.

To get around the thorny issues of selecting benchmarks and establishing base rates, researchers have studied how police treat and interact with people of different races once they have already been stopped. A common area of focus is the decision to search. Searches are unique in that they have their own objective outcome, namely whether any contraband was recovered. Following this approach, Pierson and colleagues (2019) found that stopped Black and Hispanic drivers were searched at more than double the rate of stopped White drivers. Despite being searched more often, Hispanic drivers were found with contraband less often than searched White drivers (26 percent vs. 36 percent), and searched Black drivers were found with contraband somewhat less of the time (32 percent) than Whites. These results suggest that
the bar for officers to conduct a search may be lower for community members of color. These findings are in line with a body of evidence showing that, although police officers generally search Black drivers more frequently than White drivers, those searches are less likely to yield contraband (Baumgartner, Epp, & Shoub, 2018; Glaser, 2015; Goel, Rao, & Shroff, 2016; Simoiu, Corbett-Davies, & Goel, 2017).

Racial Disparities in the Language Officers Speak and in the Reasons for Stops

In addition to disparities in being stopped and searched, Black drivers feel they are treated with less respect than White drivers during routine stops (see Epp et al., 2014). Indeed, racial disparities are borne out in how officers speak to the people they stop. Using footage from officers’ body-worn cameras, our team developed novel computational linguistic methods to quantify and analyze the respectfulness of police officers’ language directed toward White and Black community members during routine traffic stops in Oakland, California. We found that officers’ language was consistently less respectful when directed toward Blacks compared to Whites, even after controlling for factors such as the race of the officer, the severity of the infraction, the location of the stop, and the outcome of the stop (Voigt et al., 2017). We observed racial differences, for example, in how an officer refers to the driver: a Black driver was more likely to be addressed as “bro,” whereas a White driver was more likely to be called “sir.” Importantly, we found differences in language beginning from the first seconds of the interaction, before the driver even had much of a chance to speak, suggesting that officers’ language was not solely driven by the behavior of the driver.

Our team also found that the larger context of these routine police stops qualitatively differed based on the race of the driver (Camp, Prabhakaran, Hetey, Monin, Jurafsky, & Eberhardt, in prep). We focused on the reasons drivers were stopped and, specifically, the degree of discretion the officer had in deciding whether or not to enforce a specific law and make a particular stop. The amount of discretion police exercise in deciding to conduct a stop varies from the low end (e.g., when an officer observes a severe traffic violation that poses a threat to public safety) to the high end (e.g., when an officer observes a minor equipment violation, such as driving with a broken license plate light or an expired registration). We found racial disparities in the discretionary context of stops, such that Black drivers were more likely than White drivers to be stopped for more minor offenses, which officers have greater discretion in enforcing (Camp et al., in prep). This was the case both in Oakland, California, based on the coding of 9,000 first person narratives officers wrote about the underlying justification for the stops they made, and
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across the United States, based on a meta-analysis of over 18 million traffic stops conducted by hundreds of police departments. This gap is important because it means that, in general, when White drivers are pulled over, they are in circumstances in which the officer had little choice but to stop them, making the underlying justification readily apparent to all involved. Black drivers, in contrast, are more likely to be stopped in ambiguous situations in which the officer had more of a judgment call to make. This added ambiguity potentially breeds distrust and opens the door to anxiety and concern among people of color that they are being stereotyped by the officer (Najdowski, Bottoms, & Goff, 2015). The finding that Black drivers tend to be stopped for more minor offenses than White drivers provides additional context for the racial disparities discussed above. Because African Americans tend to be searched, handcuffed, and arrested at higher rates than Whites, one might expect that it is because they were stopped for more severe reasons, but the opposite appears to be the case.

Racial Disparities in the Use of Force

Moving from the mundane to the more extreme, there is evidence of racial disparities in police use of force. A lack of available and complete data on the frequency and nature of use of force incidents makes it hard to draw definitive conclusions. In response, news outlets and community groups, such as The Guardian, The Washington Post, and the research collaborative Mapping Police Violence, have begun to collect information on police use of force and assemble their own databases. “The Counted,” The Guardian’s database, contains information about 1,146 people in 2015 and 1,093 people in 2016 who were killed during a police encounter, the vast majority of whom were fatally shot. Of these 2,239 people, 573 (25.6 percent) were Black and 1,158 (51.7 percent) were White. Taking into account representation in the general population, the odds—in 2015 and 2016, respectively—were 2.6 and 2.3 times higher for Blacks to be fatally shot by police compared to Whites. Dying from police use of force is a leading cause of death for young men of color (Edwards, Lee, & Esposito, 2019). Researchers estimated that the lifetime risk of mortality associated with police use of force is approximately 1 in 2,000 for men and 1 in 33,000 for women. Among all groups, Black males are at the greatest risk and, over the course of a lifetime, 1 in 1,000 Black men and boys will be killed by police.

Examining lethal as well as nonlethal use of force, researchers from the Center for Policing Equity (CPE) compiled a data set of nearly 15,000 uses of force incidents that occurred between 2010 and 2015 and involved a dozen law enforcement agencies across the country (Goff, Lloyd, Geller, Raphael, & Glaser, 2016). On average, 43 percent of use of force incidents involved
a Black community member, compared to 33 percent that involved a White community member. Accounting for population demographics, the rate at which force was used with Blacks was 2.5 times the overall use of force rate and 3.6 times the rate for Whites.

As I previously discussed in relation to stop rates, it is hard to isolate and quantify the impact of race given other factors that influence police decision-making. Because not all members of the general population are equally likely to come into contact with police or to end up in the type of situations in which police officers use force, it is beneficial to go beyond population demographics to more fully contextualize police use of force. For example, officers use force approximately 1 percent to 2 percent of the time across all contact with community members, but about 15 percent to 20 percent of the time when making an arrest (cited in Smith, Kaminski, Alpert, Fridell, MacDonald, & Kubu, 2010). Crime rate is an important benchmark. Measures of specific kinds of crime, such as arrests for violent crime as opposed to arrests for property crime, can serve as a proxy for the types of provocative or criminal behavior officers are trained to perceive as a threat and respond to with force (Cesario, Johnson, & Terrill, 2018; Goff et al., 2016). Researchers have controlled for arrest rates and other metrics of crime rates in their analyses, which amounts to statistically “allowing for” an increased number of use of force incidents to accompany increasing crime, an assumption Goff and colleagues (2016) point out may or may not be warranted given that arrest and crime rates are likely racially skewed. After accounting for crime, the raw and population-indexed racial disparities in use of force tend to narrow to the point of no longer being statistically significant, or the gap is even reversed, such that Whites become statistically more likely than Blacks to have force used against them (Cesario et al., 2018; Goff et al., 2016). Finer grained analyses reveal that the degree of racial disparities in the use of force varies depending on the severity of the force and whether the community member was armed. After controlling for crime, statistically significant racial disparities have been found for less lethal force, but not lethal force (Fryer, 2019; Goff et al., 2016). Disparities are more severe for unarmed civilians who were fatally shot by police, compared to civilians who were armed with a lethal weapon (Charbonneau, Spencer, & Glaser, 2017). Overall, it can be hard to draw definitive conclusions about the independent role of race in police use of force from the existing evidence.

To get around some of the complicating factors, Charbonneau and colleagues (2017) examined racial disparities in a very particular kind of use of force: cases in which police officers fatally used force against other police officers. From 1981 to 2009, ten off-duty police officers, all of whom were armed, were mistaken for civilians and were fatally shot by a fellow officer. Of the killed officers, eight were Black, one was Hispanic, and one was
White, during a time period when at least 75 percent of all police officers in the United States were White. The likelihood of a Black off-duty officer being misidentified as a civilian offender and being fatally shot by another officer was more than fifty times as high as the likelihood that the same thing would happen to a White off-duty officer. The magnitude of this disparity was larger than that among civilians killed during interactions with police.

The Far-Reaching Effects of Racial Disparities in Policing

There is consistent evidence of racial disparities in policing, including in stops, searches, handcuffing, arrests, the words spoken during the interaction, the justification and reasons for the stop, and the use of force. In addition to these discrete behaviors, the role of race in police decision-making can have an impact that lasts beyond the duration of a specific interaction. It also can have effects beyond the specific individuals involved in a police encounter. For example, even controlling for demographics and measures of criminality, contact with the CJS reduces one’s likelihood of voting (Weaver & Lerman, 2010), illustrating that encounters with the system can shape a person’s civic involvement and sense of citizenship. This was the case even for a minor encounter with police that did not end in an arrest. Contact with the police can also set into motion a process that can change a person’s life trajectory. Research by Del Toro and colleagues (2019) shows that being stopped by police predicts additional criminal behavior six to eighteen months later among Black and Latino male youth, even independent of prior delinquency. This was especially true among younger youth: the younger the boy was when he was first stopped by police, the larger the increase in delinquent behavior six months later. This relationship was partially driven by psychological distress, illustrating that the interactions police have with the community, and particularly with those who are marginalized and vulnerable, can have long-lasting effects on people’s life trajectories, even when those contacts do not result in an arrest. Moreover, these types of effects are counterproductive, cutting against law enforcement’s own objective to lower crime.

Emerging evidence also points to the public health effect of racial disparities in policing on entire communities. Using a population-based, quasi-experimental study design, Bor, Venkataramani, Williams, and Tsai (2018) examined the causal impact of fatal police shootings of unarmed Blacks on the mental health of Black Americans. On average, participants were exposed to one fatal police shooting of an unarmed Black person in a three-month window. Every additional fatal shooting was associated with 0.14 poor mental health days among Black Americans in the general population of the state where the shooting occurred. Applying these estimates on a broader scale implies that fatal police shootings of unarmed Black people could contribute 1.7 additional poor
mental health days per person per year, or, on the scale of the entire U.S. population, 55 million additional poor mental health days among African American adults. Thus, the effects of police decision-making in specific encounters can spill over to impact the wider population. Importantly, there was no impact of these shootings of unarmed Blacks on the mental health of White Americans living in the same states, and there was no demonstrable effect of police shootings of armed Blacks on the mental health of African Americans. Thus, the negative effects are tied specifically to “the meaning ascribed to police killings of unarmed black Americans, in light of the historical and institutional context in which they occur” (Bor et al., 2018, p. 308).

**TOSSELLING OUT THE “FEW BAD APPLES” NARRATIVE**

Evidence of racial disparities in police decision-making leads many people to jump to the conclusion that the underlying problem must be racist police officers deliberately acting on bad intentions. Discussions in the media on the challenges of modern-day policing often assume the language of the “few bad apples” of policing, and those within law enforcement invoke it:

Is all of law enforcement good? No, there are some bad apples out there. But the majority of us are good and we are trying to do the right thing. (Chief of Police, an agency in California, see Norman, 2019)

Police are being made to be the bad guys and I’m not saying that there aren’t a few bad apples, but the majority of us are trying to help people and do our jobs. (President of Sergeants Benevolent Association, New York Police Department, see O’Reilly, 2017)

This rhetoric sets up a moral framework wherein “good” officers are trying to help people and do the right thing, while “bad” officers, through their intentional actions, are solely to blame for the recent challenges facing the profession.

The Problem with the “Few,” the “Bad,” and the “Apples”

The “few bad apples” narrative of policing suffers from a number of shortcomings. The overreliance on this narrative is problematic and impedes both our ability as a society to fully reckon with the influence of race on human decision-making and behavior and law enforcement’s eagerness to harness the power of institutional change as a response. Indeed, the narrative runs counter to social scientific evidence that demonstrates the profound ways race can influence us.
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Highlighting “few” implies the probability that race will influence officers is low. It implies that race will only affect a small percentage of law enforcement. However, in our research in Oakland, for example, the disparities we uncovered were not concentrated in the behavior of just a handful of officers. In a thirteen-month period, three-quarters of all officers who made stops never handcuffed, searched, or arrested a White person they stopped. The majority of these same officers, however, had performed these actions on the African Americans they had stopped (Hetey et al., 2016a).

Beyond law enforcement, the influence of race on human perceptions, judgments, and behaviors is not rare, but pervasive. There are stark racial disparities across virtually all domains of life—from health to wealth to education to criminal justice. Racial bias cuts across industry and one’s particular role in society (see Eberhardt, 2019). The production of such racial disparities is intimately tied to the underlying human psychology of race and stereotyping.

The focus on “bad” is in line with many people’s commonsense notions of bias as a moral failing that requires some degree of animus and bad intention (DiAngelo, 2018). Decades of empirical social scientific research, however, demonstrate that bias requires no intention or awareness at all. Bias is often implicit, meaning that we have thoughts and feelings about others of which we are unaware but which nonetheless can profoundly affect our judgments and behavior—even when we do not want to be influenced and even when we are consciously committed to egalitarianism (Devine, 1989). Empirical evidence of racial disparities in policing echoes the voices of people of color who, for generations, have spoken of being treated differently by law enforcement. At the same time, police officers overwhelmingly deny that explicit racial profiling occurs in their agencies. The science of implicit bias tells us both can be simultaneously true, which paves the way for us to focus more on impact, instead of exclusively on intention. Much of that impact can only be appreciated at the level of the institution.

Indeed, highlighting “apples” draws our attention to the individual actors and can blind us to the importance of “the barrel”—or the institution—in which the officers are situated. In a Pew survey, for example, 39 percent of community members and 67 percent of police officers said the deaths of Blacks during encounters with police in recent years were isolated incidents, rather than signs of a broader problem (Morin, Parker, Stepler, & Mercer, 2017). It might not be immediately clear what role institutions play in police-community interactions. After all, these interactions involve people. In recent years, we have grown accustomed to parsing the behavior and intentions of individuals to arrive at accounts of a particular police encounter and determine if an officer’s actions were justified. Through this lens, individuals—and their behavior, judgment, and tendencies—loom large, whereas the
institutional norms, policies, practices, and culture that guide officers' actions recede into the distance.

Why Institutions Matter in Producing Racial Disparities

In interacting with the public, police officers are acting not only as themselves, but also as extensions and agents of their organizations and as representatives of the state and of the CJS (Camp & Eberhardt, under revision). My colleagues Nicholas Camp and Jennifer Eberhardt write of the power of institutions to "standardize and coordinate the behavior of agents. By promulgating of norms, practices, and formal rules, institutions can exceed the capacities of any one individual and persist over time" (p. 7).

Even in the absence of actors who are vulnerable to the effects of bias, institutions themselves can be biased by having policies and structures in place that harm some people and favor others, even in unintended and unanticipated ways. This is what the sociologist Eduardo Bonilla-Silva has referred to as "racism without racists" (2003). For example, policies that specifically apply to people who have criminal records (e.g., probation/parole searches by police) can seemingly have nothing to do with race. To the extent that Blacks are disproportionately incarcerated in this country (see Alexander, 2010; Western, 2006), however, those policies will have a disparate impact on the Black community. In turn, the institutional actors responsible for carrying out those policies will enact racial disparities, even if unwittingly. In this way, bias can be built into structures and institutions and can contribute to how individuals police and are policed. Though this might sound bleak, the encouraging news is that by changing institutional priorities, norms, practices, and policies, we can mitigate disparities. In the same vein, an underappreciated, and perhaps underutilized, function of institutions is their ability to put into place policies and practices that act as guard rails that curb the expression of potentially problematic individual tendencies, such as implicit bias.

What the Science of Implicit Bias Reveals about Racial Disparities in Policing

The expanding science of implicit racial bias as it pertains to the perceptions, judgments, and behaviors of law enforcement sheds light on racial disparities in policing. An in-depth review of implicit bias is beyond the scope of this chapter (see Eberhardt, 2019), but my aim in highlighting selected studies is to show that, at best, it is too easy and, at worst, it is misguided for members of society at large to sit back, point fingers, and cast all blame for racial inequities in policing on individual police officers. Central to the
production of racial disparities in policing are implicit bias and the effects of stereotypical associations linking Black Americans with crime, violence, and threat. Representations of Blacks as violent and animalistic date back centuries (Duru, 2004), but the effects are not confined to the past and live on today as mental associations that undergird biased perception and judgment (Goff, Eberhardt, Williams, & Jackson, 2008). These stereotypes are part of the culture in which not only police officers, but also the general American public is immersed. Within the context of the CJR, in the words of scholar Khalil Gibran Muhammad, race is written into crime and crime is written into race (2010). Implicit racial bias is transmitted in subtle ways, including from parents to their preschool-aged children (Castelli, Zogmaister, & Tomelleri, 2009) and by watching popular television shows, many of which contain negative nonverbal behavior directed at Black characters, which has been shown to increase viewers’ bias even though viewers could not consciously detect it (Weisbuch, Pauker, & Ambady, 2009).

The Black-crime association is so strong that it alters basic perception and attention, including what we see, where we look, and what we remember. My colleague Jennifer Eberhardt and her collaborators (2004) have documented that, in a mutually reinforcing way, exposure to Black people prompts thoughts of crime, and the concept of crime draws attention to Black people (Eberhardt, Goff, Purdie, & Davies, 2004). In a subliminal priming procedure, in which information was presented to participants so quickly (e.g., mere fractions of a second) that they could not consciously detect what they had seen, undergraduate participants were exposed to either Black or White faces (or non-faces in a baseline control condition). After being exposed to Black faces, participants more readily detected degraded images of weapons as part of an object recognition task. After being exposed to White faces, however, their ability to detect those same weapons was inhibited. Thus, the Black-crime association acts as a visual tuning device, sharpening perception in some cases, helping us see what we expect to see, and dulling it in others by blinding us to what we do not expect. In the reverse direction, subliminal exposure to crime led people to pay more attention to Black faces than to White faces. Eberhardt and colleagues found that this was the case for police officers as well as civilians. When officers were subliminally primed with crime by being exposed to words like “arrest” and “shoot,” they too became more likely to pay attention to Black faces. If the mere concept of crime makes it more likely that a Black face will draw police officers’ attention, we need to consider the potential implications of that vigilance for enforcement practices and crime rates. The concept of crime systematically distorts the Black image. Being primed with crime led police officers to misremember a Black face as more stereotypically Black (e.g., more phenotypically Black) than it actually was. This finding suggests we project the images linking race
and crime in our minds onto the people we encounter. Eberhardt and her colleagues asked police officers directly “Who looks criminal?” In response, the officers chose more Black faces than White faces, and the more stereotypically Black, the more likely they were to report that the face looked criminal. Across these studies, the race of participants and their level of prejudice did not change the results, illuminating that what is at work is a prevalent societal stereotype that casts Blacks as the “prototypical embodiment” of crime, and not personal endorsement of the stereotype (Eberhardt et al., 2004, p. 889).

In addition to basic perception, the Black-crime association influences judgment, decision-making, and behavior. A now classic demonstration relevant to law enforcement is the shoot/don’t shoot task created by Joshua Correll and colleagues (Correll, Park, Judd, & Wittenbrink, 2002; 2007; Correll, Urland, & Ito, 2006; for a review, see Correll, Hudson, Guillermo, & Ma, 2014). In a video game-like computer simulation, participants see static scenes in which Black and White male targets are holding either a gun or a harmless object, such as a cell phone or wallet. Participants’ task is to press a button corresponding to “shoot” if the target is armed or to press a different button labeled “don’t shoot” if the target is unarmed and holding a harmless object. In some versions of the task, participants are forced to respond within very short time frames (e.g., 630 ms) to increase the likelihood they will make errors. Correll and colleagues consistently find that undergraduate and community samples are faster to “shoot” an armed target if he is Black than if he is White. Looking at error rates, the researchers find that participants are more likely to mistakenly “shoot” unarmed Black targets than they are to mistakenly “shoot” unarmed White targets. Participants in the original studies are also faster to press “don’t shoot” in response to an unarmed target when he is White than when he is Black, and they err more on the side of not “shooting” armed White targets than armed Black targets (Correll et al., 2002). Similar to the Eberhardt et al. (2004) studies, participants’ race typically does not affect the results, again implicating awareness, rather than endorsement, of racial stereotypes. Indeed, researchers have demonstrated that the strength of the so-called shooter bias in these simulations is predicted by stereotypical associations linking Blacks with crime and danger (Glaser & Knowles, 2008). The relationship between these stereotypes and degree of shooter bias is mediated by fluctuations in brain activity that register heightened threat in response to Black targets, compared to White targets (Correll et al., 2006). Experimentally strengthening the association between Blacks, danger, and crime (e.g., through exposure to newspaper articles highlighting Black criminals) has been shown to increase shooter bias (Correll et al., 2007).

Police officers have served as participants in the shoot/don’t shoot task. Police officers’ overall performance on the task was better than that of civilians in a number of ways, including being faster to make correct “shoot”/“don’t
shoot” decisions. Unlike community samples, police officers did not make the same errors: they were no more likely to “shoot” an unarmed Black target than an unarmed White target (Correll, Park, Judd, Wittenbrink, Sadler, & Keesee, 2007). Police officers, however, did exhibit the same average magnitude of response time bias and were faster to “shoot” armed Blacks than similarly armed Whites. This response time bias was greatest among officers who worked in larger districts with a high rate of violent crime and a larger population of Blacks and other people of color; in other words, environments that reinforce racial stereotypes linking Blacks and crime.

The apparent discrepancies between police officers demonstrating bias in their response times, but not “shooting” decisions, as well as the lack of bias in experimental simulations but evidence of racial disparities in actual use of force can be reconciled when time and other situational factors are taken into account. Because stereotypes can operate implicitly and have automatic components (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998), they tend to set up a prepotent response, which is akin to a dominant, knee-jerk reaction. These reflexive-like, category-based responses tend to manifest most strongly when time is limited (Pratto & Bargh, 1991; Stepanikova, 2012). This is analogous to being asked to blurt out the first word that comes to mind upon hearing “peanut butter.” Unsurprisingly, contingent upon culture and experience, the dominant response will be “jelly,” but with ample time people could come up with any number of responses. These quick reactions occur at the neural level. For example, when people are subliminally exposed to Black faces, compared to White faces, there is greater activation in the amygdala (Cunningham et al., 2004)—a part of the brain that registers fear and threat. The amount of amygdala activation is associated with the amount of implicit bias. But, present the faces for half a second, which is long enough for conscious awareness, and the heightened amygdala response disappears. People are consciously overriding the stereotypes: relative to White faces, Black faces caused more activity in the prefrontal cortex (Cunningham et al., 2004), which is associated with cognitive and behavior regulation. The same conscious overriding of biases appears to take place during the shoot/don’t shoot task. Because of police officers’ use of force training, they have the expertise and experience to exert cognitive control and override the dominant response and the psychological tendency to “shoot” (Correll et al., 2007). That said, certain factors make it more difficult to exert this type of cognitive control. These factors include fear, stress, fatigue, and ambiguity (Correll et al., 2014; Lambert, Payne, Jacoby, Shaffer, Chasteen, & Khan, 2003; Stepanikova, 2012), all of which set the laboratory simulation apart from the real-life situations officers face.

A critical part of a police officer’s job is judging threat. The determination of whether someone poses a threat is a key component of the legal
justification for an officer’s use of force (Graham v. Connor, 1989; Tennessee v. Garner, 1985). Race, however, systematically influences the perception of threat. Classic social psychological studies demonstrate that people make biased judgments and deem the behavior of a Black person to be significantly more aggressive than the identical behavior of a White person (Duncan, 1976; Sagar & Schofield, 1980). Compared to White men, Black men are judged to be bigger, stronger, and more threatening. When participants were shown only the faces of young Black and White target men, they judged the Black targets to be taller, heavier, more muscular, and physically stronger (Wilson, Hugenberg, & Rule, 2017). Both Black and White study participants showed this bias. Differences by participant race emerged, however, when White participants, but not Black participants, judged young Black targets as more capable of doing harm in a physical altercation than young White targets. Going further, when non-Black study participants were shown a series of faces and asked to imagine that each target person “had behaved aggressively toward a police officer but was not wielding a weapon,” they rated police use of force against Black men as more justified than police use of force against White men (Wilson et al., 2017, p. 70).

In the real world, race is associated with police officers’ judgments of threat from Black body movements. In a study I conducted with my colleague Jennifer Eberhardt (see Eberhardt, 2019), we analyzed data collected by the NYPD on its stop-and-frisk practices. Each time NYPD officers conducted a stop they were required to fill out a form, which asked about the reason for the stop and offered ten options officers could select. The available reasons included wearing clothes commonly used in the commission of a crime and having a suspicious bulge that might indicate a weapon. “Furtive movement” was another reason, for which no further information was required about what made the movement furtive or suspicious. We examined whether there was a relationship between the race of the person stopped and so-called furtive movement as the basis for the stop. Our analysis of 1.3 million stops conducted by the NYPD in 2010 and 2011—the height of stop-and-frisk—revealed that furtive movement was the most common reason NYPD officers stopped someone and accounted for half of all stops. Of all stops made for furtive movement, 54 percent were of Blacks, though they made up 23 percent of the New York City population. Compared to Whites stopped for furtive movement, Blacks who had been stopped for furtive movement were significantly more likely to be frisked and to be subjected to the use of physical force, despite the fact that they were less likely to be found with a weapon.

In summary, implicit bias and the stereotypes linking Blacks and crime conspire to color who we think of as threatening, criminal, and dangerous. At the individual level, implicit racial bias systematically affects our perceptions, judgments, and behavior in ways that disadvantage Black
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Americans. In the aggregate, acting on these psychological inclinations can create worlds characterized by disparities between groups that mirror what is implicitly in our minds, even when those images are counter to our explicit goals and values. As a society, we build systems and structures that reflect and reinforce these biases. Ironically, when these disparities and the inequality that characterizes various systems are brought to the public’s attention, people can seize upon the disparities, potentially as “evidence” of the underlying stereotypes, and use them to double down on and rationalize the inequality (Hetey & Eberhardt, 2014; Peffley & Hurwitz, 2007). People take evidence of what is and use it to justify how the world should be (Kay et al., 2009). One way to interrupt this vicious cycle and combat ideas that inequity is “natural” or “inevitable” is to highlight the power of institutions to create inequality. A focus on institutions may enable advocates for social change to draw the public’s attention away from individual and group-based stereotypical traits and toward an acknowledgment of the role structural bias plays in creating the disparities (Hetey & Eberhardt, 2018). This can set the stage for discussions of what steps might be taken at the institutional level to reduce racial inequality and lessen the underlying disparities.

CHANGING INSTITUTIONS TO MITIGATE RACIAL DISPARITIES IN POLICING AND IMPROVE POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS

As the social scientific research makes clear, each of us has biases and can fall prey to the effects of bias on our perception, judgments, and behavior, all without awareness or intention. Police officers are no exception. Acting on racial biases can produce disparities in outcomes, like those found in policing and in the broader CJS. Institutions potentially provide an important avenue to curtail the effects of bias by putting up guard rails aimed at preventing the expression of bias and avoiding its pitfalls and consequences. Put another way, institutions have tremendous power that individuals do not have. Under the guidance and direction of institutional policies and practices that are non-egalitarian—whether by design or as an inadvertent by-product—even the most fair-minded individual officers will nonetheless reproduce racial disparities.

As the entryway to our vast CJS, law enforcement may be an especially important place to focus in order to bring about change to the entire system. In calls to reform the CJS and end mass incarceration, scholars and activists often advocate for sentencing reform or for a reduction in prosecutorial discretion (e.g., Frederick & Stemen, 2012; The Sentencing Project, 2018).
Because police are usually the initial contact citizens have with the CJS and, as such, determine whether someone is formally drawn into the system (Roeder, Eisen, & Bowling, 2015), starting “upstream” in the process is critical to making change. After all, there is no prosecutorial discretion without the would-be suspects. There is no sentencing without the would-be defendants, and there is no mass incarceration without the would-be inmates. Through their activities, law enforcement can effectively constrain and determine the complexion of later phases of the system. Various stakeholders have called for an array of solutions, including diversifying police forces, supporting community policing, acknowledging the role of policing in past and present injustice, and requiring diversity trainings (Hall, Hall, & Perry, 2016; President's Task Force on 21st Century Policing, 2015). Here, I highlight three particular avenues of institutional change that directly build upon the research my colleagues and I have done on race and policing. Specifically, I will focus on collecting data, leveraging body-worn cameras, and changing local law enforcement agency policy as a means to reduce racial disparities in policing.

**Collect Data on Law Enforcement Activity**

Local law enforcement agencies should collect more data about their routine enforcement activity. Collecting stop data, for example, allows agencies to take inventory of their enforcement activities and practices, as well as the impact of that activity on the public. By having this information, an agency is able to continuously assess whether its officers’ actions are in line with the agency’s policies, priorities, values, and goals. Without this information, it can be hard to empirically assess what is occurring on the ground and what it might mean for wider police-community relations. As discussed, it can be difficult to have informed debates about the role of race in police use of force because the data are often not collected. When the data are collected, the information tends to be incomplete and unstandardized, making systematic analysis difficult, if not impossible. As such, there have been frequent calls for law enforcement to collect standardized use of force data broken down by race and other demographics (Apuzzo & Cohen, 2015; United States Commission on Civil Rights, 2018).

To fully unlock the power of routinely collected data, the broader understanding and norms around what this information is and what its purposes are must shift. Many law enforcement agencies conceive of the information they collect, such as forms about stops or arrest reports, as evidence. Evidence is something that can be called upon during an investigation or court proceedings to shed light on a specific case. In these contexts, evidence is typically used to exonerate or incriminate, which makes evidence collection a sensitive
issue. Personally, I have been in meetings in which law enforcement officials resisted the collection of additional data because they were afraid it would be used as “gotcha data,” and provide ammunition to point fingers and cast blame. This fear on the part of law enforcement about the potential downsides of transparency is understandable. In the current climate, bias has gone from a psychological observation to a political accusation commonly levied against police officers (Bazelon, 2016). In the long term, however, a reluctance to embrace empirical approaches comes with an even higher cost. Fear and defensiveness can get in the way of the openness required to take an honest accounting of the impact on the ground of an agency’s practices carried out in the aggregate.

Thus, to make the most of the information agencies collect, it should be understood as data, as records that are neither “good” nor “bad.” Rather, such data can serve as feedback from which to learn and continuously refine an agency’s priorities and practices. Stop data, for example, are a veritable treasure trove of information that can help an agency accomplish its goals more precisely, safely, and equitably. Our research team put forth fifty recommendations to tackle racial disparities and improve police-community relations and, in so doing, we advocated that law enforcement agencies reimage themselves as “learning institutions—that is, as places that collect and use high-quality data based on the goals and values they share with their communities” (Eberhardt, 2016, p. 40). It should go without saying that, in order to maximize the power of data, it must be analyzed. Collecting data but not putting the information to use is counterproductive and can frustrate community members and other stakeholders (Niles, 2016).

At the state level, in California, the nation’s most populous state, The Racial and Identity Profiling Act of 2015 is gradually being implemented and will require virtually all law enforcement agencies in the state (more than 500 agencies) to collect uniform stop data, broken down by race and other demographics. The California Department of Justice will analyze these data annually with the ultimate goal of eliminating racial and other demographic-based disparities in stops and post-stop outcomes in the state. Already, stakeholders have posed questions about how these data will be used, contextualized (e.g., benchmark selection), and analyzed in a standardized fashion across jurisdictions. Those mainly in law enforcement have voiced reservations about the potential downsides of mandating stop data collection, namely decreased officer productivity because of additional paperwork and increased administrative burdens on law enforcement agencies, which may potentially cause upticks in crime. Time will tell if these concerns are borne out. California joins several other states, including Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, Missouri, and North Carolina, which require law enforcement agencies to record data on stops.
Within these data is not only information about potential problems in enforcement activities and how they impact the community, but also clues about effective solutions. As an example, in Oakland, our report uncovered stark racial disparities in handcuffing, an enforcement practice that researchers rarely examine, but which community members talk about frequently as something that can be traumatic. Among police officials the common assumption is that frequent handcuffing must be tied to arrests, but the data revealed that the racial disparities in handcuffing persisted even among stops in which no arrest was made (Hetey et al., 2016a). What else, then, accounted for the relatively high rates of handcuffing? The answer, it turns out, was searches: 83 percent of searches involved handcuffing. In particular, searches of people on probation and parole were implicated. As a term of their probation or release on parole, some people have conditions placed on them that can include search clauses that give law enforcement blanket authority—without needing any probable cause—to search them. The underlying theory is that such searches play a deterrent role, though there is no systematic evidence that this practice is effective and only modest evidence that parole supervision more broadly reduces recidivism (Lewis, 2004; Solomon, Kachnowski, & Bhati, 2005). In Oakland, OPD officers often used handcuffs while conducting searches, resulting in high rates of handcuffing. About 93 percent of probation/parole searches conducted by the OPD were of African Americans and Latinos. Thus, this practice, which on its face has nothing to do with race, effectively created racial disparities in handcuffing at the agency level. In response to our analysis, OPD command staff reexamined the policy and amended it to state that probation/parole searches did not automatically mandate handcuffing and that officers could exercise discretion in deciding whether or not to conduct these searches. The handcuffing rates plummeted. This is a concrete example of data collection and analysis leading to meaningful changes in police practice that can pave the way for better relations with the community.

**Leverage Body-Worn Cameras to Improve Police-Community Relations**

For a long time, in response to police encounters that went awry, stakeholders had to rely on conjecture and the testimonies of the people who were directly involved and/or were witnesses to try to piece together what had happened. But now, technology can solve that problem in the form of officers’ body-worn cameras. As is the case for stop data, the footage from these cameras is not just evidence, but data that can shed light on the nature of police-community interactions in ways that simply were not possible before.
An emerging literature is documenting the efficacy of implementing body-worn cameras. In a number of agencies that have adopted body cameras, the use of force has been reduced. For example, in Mesa, Arizona; Rialto, California; and Orlando, Florida, use of force incidents decreased by 75 percent, 60 percent, and 53 percent, respectively (Ariel, Farrar, & Sutherland, 2015; Jennings, Lynch, & Fridell, 2015; cited in Miller, Toliver, & Police Executive Research Forum, 2014). The rate at which civilians filed complaints also dropped at these agencies. An 18-month randomized controlled trial of more than 2,000 Metropolitan Police Department officers in Washington, DC, however, found that body-worn cameras did not have a significant effect on officer behavior (Yokum, Ravishankar, & Coppock, 2017). Specifically, officers randomly assigned to wear the cameras used force and received civilian complaints at the same rate as officers who were not equipped with the cameras. To more fully explore whether body-worn cameras have benefits, researchers and law enforcement alike need to go beyond the metrics of use of force incidents and civilian complaints.

Body-worn cameras can be used as a window into the substance of the actual interactions that transpire between police officers and community members. As discussed earlier, our research team developed a method to analyze the footage from these cameras to quantify police-community relations (Voigt et al., 2017). We transcribed the interactions shown in the footage and built computer models that reliably predict respect based on linguistic features—such as apologies, expressions of gratitude, and the use of formal versus. informal titles—that mark politeness, power, and social distance. In so doing, we were able to systematically examine the respectfulness of the actual words officers speak to the drivers they pull over. We found racial disparities in the level of respect: officers spoke to Black drivers less respectfully than they spoke to White drivers. Based on these findings, our team has developed officer trainings that are designed to help officers better leverage language to build trust and make members of the community feel more respected, while at the same time deescalating stops and increasing safety.

The potential use and benefits of body-worn camera footage are far-reaching. Among our team’s fifty recommendations, we noted that the footage could be used in a wide variety of ways, including as an educational tool to help train officers and as a means of self-reflection and self-improvement through routine review of officers’ own footage (see Eberhardt, 2016, chapter 6). The footage could also be used to evaluate the impact of agency policies and determine the actual rate of compliance with those policies. For example, in Oakland, officers are required to inform members of the public of their right to refuse a consent search. Command staff could potentially audit the footage to determine whether officers are complying by informing citizens...
of their rights. Going a step further, police officials could examine the footage and uncover how policies are actually implemented on the ground. For example, does the race of the person stopped affect the likelihood that officers will inform them of their rights? Once informed, are Black community members less likely than White community members to refuse a consent search? In this case, the footage could be used to explore unanticipated implications of seemingly race-neutral policies. African American community members might not feel that they have a choice in refusing a police officer’s request, or they might be more fearful about the possible consequences of a refusal; in response, they may submit to consent searches at higher rates than similarly situated White community members. If this were the case, having this information would help a law enforcement agency tease apart that the racial disparities in consent searches that would ensue were not the result of officers “targeting” certain groups, but of how the community members themselves differentially responded. All in all, body-worn cameras are an important tool that can aid law enforcement professionals in improving their relationships with their communities. Rather than being restricted to high-profile, fatal incidents, hopefully the footage from officers’ body-worn cameras will increasingly come to be used to literally show the positive changes in policing.

Change Specific Local Law Enforcement Agency Policies to Reduce Racial Disparities

Changing local law enforcement agency policy as a direct response to existing racial disparities in enforcement activity is an effective means of reducing disparities. For instance, racial disparities in the use of consent searches (LaFraniere & Lehren, 2015; Palomino, 2016) have led to policy changes that mandate officers to obtain written consent or explicitly tell community members that they have the right to deny an officer’s request to search them (LaFraniere, 2015). In Oakland, this policy change has led to a large reduction in consent searches, importantly without an increase in crime.

Other changes aimed at strengthening the underlying justification for police stops can potentially reduce the effects of implicit bias and, on the community member’s side, reduce the ambiguity and uncertainty that can surround police encounters. In 2013, the NYPD mandated via a departmental memo that officers submit narrative descriptions to their supervisors justifying the reasons they had made stops during their shifts. This policy change was made less than two weeks before the start of a trial that would result in a federal judge ruling that how the NYPD had implemented its stop-and-frisk program was unconstitutional and racially discriminatory (Floyd v. City of New York, 2013). Analyses of NYPD stop data demonstrate that this policy
change improved the quality of policing by increasing the rate of justified stops (Mummolo, 2016). The researcher specifically examined whether a stop that was made due to the suspected criminal possession of a weapon in fact yielded a weapon, which provides a more objective marker of whether or not an officer’s suspicion and the stated basis for making the stop was justified (e.g., Goel, Rao, & Shroff, 2016). In the 30 days prior to the policy change, 8,626 individuals were stopped for criminal possession of a weapon but were later found not to have been in possession of a weapon. In the 30 days after the policy change, this number dropped by 40 percent, to 5,182. In this same period, the number of stops that yielded a weapon fell by 5 percent (from 322 to 306), a decline of, on average, 0.53 stops per day. The majority of people (85 percent) stopped by the NYPD in 2013 were Black or Hispanic. After the policy change, the numbers of Black and Hispanic community members stopped for criminal possession of a weapon decreased the most, falling by approximately 36 percent for each group. Thus, requiring police officers to clearly articulate their objective reasons for making a stop, as opposed to checking out people who look suspicious or like they might be “up to no good” (Epp et al., 2014), kept thousands of individuals and in particular people of color, from being contacted by police, while at the same time not posing a threat to public safety or hampering law enforcement’s ability to recover weapons (see also Goel et al., 2016).

Routine police stops, even when they do not end with a citation or arrest, have a human toll. In response to continually being stopped by the police, African Americans describe fear, resentment, and a sense of feeling violated—all of which can cause them to call into question their status as equal citizens who are free to move about without the intrusion and surveillance of the state (Epp et al., 2014). Over time, the feeling of being a target can undermine a person’s dignity and erode community members’ trust and sense of the police as fair and legitimate (Tyler, 2003). By aiming to reduce the overall number of stops and prioritizing the quality of enforcement activity over sheer quantity, which is in line with an industry move toward “precision policing” that prizes efficiency (Bratton et al., 2018), law enforcement can reduce the negative impact on people’s lives while simultaneously maintaining public safety.

**CONCLUSION**

There are challenges facing policing, but there are also opportunities. A greater appreciation of the role of implicit bias and the power of institutions can help law enforcement work to reduce racial disparities and lessen the potential harmful impact of policing on communities. To make meaningful
change, local law enforcement agencies must abandon the sole focus on fighting crime and commit to engaging in positive interactions with the community and finding new approaches to making policing more equitable. Implementing solutions takes willingness to question the status quo, creativity and innovation, and leadership, all of which are exactly what this moment requires.
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